
INSTRUCTIONS TO CONTRIBUTORS

Editorial Communications should be sent to The Editor / Science & Society 
/ 195 Montague St., 14th floor / Brooklyn, NY 11201 / USA. 917-966-6021. 
Email: info@scienceandsociety.com. Website: www.scienceandsociety.com.

Manuscripts in all submission catgories — articles, review articles, com-
munications, and book reviews — must be submitted electronically. Go 
to the S&S website, click on the “Submit Manuscript” link, and follow 
the instructions provided there. Most common word-processing formats 
can be used, but we encourage authors to put their manuscripts into 
pdf format for this purpose. We urge authors to consult the “Instructions for 
Contributors” page on our website for detailed style instructions, to be used in pre
paring manuscripts prior to submission.

Exclusive copyright on accepted manuscripts is assigned to S&S Quarterly, 
Inc. No limitation is placed on the freedom of authors to use the same 
material in subsequently published work, with due acknowledgment of 
S&S as the original place of publication.

Reproduction of materials from Science & Society exclusively for classroom 
use, distributed gratis or at cost to students, is hereby approved. This text 
may be used in confirmation of this approval for purposes of compliance with 
copyright law.

Science & Society is an interdisciplinary journal, with aspirations toward 
transcendence of arbitrary specializations among the human disciplines. 
In that spirit, we ask that contributors limit the use of discipline-based 
terminology and expository tools, identify references not widely known, 
and provide sufficient context for their work to be accessible to both 
specialists and motivated generalists.

Submissions are reviewed in four categories: A) Articles, normally not 
exceeding 10,000 words in length. B) Communications, 3,000 words in 
length, usually written as responses to previously published articles or as 
contributions to on-going discussions. C) Review articles, 3,000 words in 
length. The decision to submit in this category is based on a belief that 
the book(s), films, exhibits, or performances in question merit treatment 
at greater length than is allowed for reviews (category D), and on a com-
mitment to provide references and background information. D) Reviews, 
not exceeding 1,200 words. While we accept unsolicited reviews, potential 
reviewers are urged to consult with the Editor before undertaking the 
writing of a review. It should be understood that all reviews are refereed, 
and publication is not automatic. Book reviews do not have footnotes 
or References. We reserve the right to make cuts in review manuscripts 
that exceed the stated length.
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